YOUR EXPERT
ON PROCESSING POTATOES, FRUIT & VEGETABLES
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We have manufactured and supplied
top-quality machines for the last century

In 1916, one could hear the first hammer blows echoing from a small workshop in Åstorp. This was
the start of what today, a 100 years and 4 generations later is EMVE Sweden AB. During the past
century we have supplied innovative machines of the highest quality for agricultural use, not only
here in Sweden but also far beyond its borders.

Bengt Andersson, chairman of the board

Caroline Andersson, President

Bengt is the 3rd generation of decision makers running EMVE Sweden AB. It was Bengt’s grandfather,
Edvin Andersson, who founded the company in 1916.
At that time, EMVE mainly worked with local farmers and serviced them and their machines. Over time
this evolved and EMVE began to design and manufacture their own machines. Agriculture in Sweden
flourished during the second half of the 1940’s. The
body of customers grew rapidly to include not only
the region, but subsequently the entire country.

Today, it’s Caroline, Bengt’s daughter who is running
the company. Caroline has more or less grown up
within the company. So when it was time for Bengt to
cut back on the pace, it was only natural for her to step
in. ”It is extremely exciting to take the company into a
new century. The challenges are many, competition is
tough, but at the same time, today we have a new set of
opportunities to quickly reach out with our products.
Information technonolgy has provided us with tools to
faster respond to the market ”
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Taking care of the gifts of earth

We realize that the gifts of earth require extra care. There is a lot of
work behind what is harvested and this must be handled accordingly.
For some of our customers it is raw materials to be further processed,
for others the products will be sold directly to consumers. Whatever
the case, we always focus on careful handling at all levels.

Top quality on all levels, starting with ourselves
We develop, manufacture and market equipment for the potato, vegetable
and food industry. The EMVE brand guarantees high quality, service and
reliability-function based on the latest technology. Our machines are
shipped all over the world and for many different applications. One day,
we deliver equipment to a potatoe chip-plant in India, the next day we send
our own technicians to install packaging machines at a customer site somewhere in Europe or in the United States.
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Swedish engineering at its best

We consider ourselves specialists in our domain. We design and manifacture both small and large
production lines, all in close cooperation with our customers. It’s the customization that makes
us unique. Together with our customers, we solve the most complex problems in an optimal and
cost-effective manner.

The meeting results in magic

Ready to use-solutions

It’s in the meeting with our customers where the
”magic” occurs. We listen with extremely large ears
and can twist and turn the customer’s situation on
the basis of our design/production perspective. The
solution will be optimal only when we fully understand the reality of our customers. The close cooperation with our customer continues with the service
and development in a long-term perspective.

All our machines are characterized by gentle and
efficient handling of our customers products. Above
all, we meet the extremely high standards of hygiene,
reliability, maintenance requirements and safety of the
food industry. The machine range has a large span.
We have everything from reception-stations, grading, washing, silo-buffering and sampling, through to
packaging and palletizing. Even machines for scaling
and process included in our range. We offer complete
solutions and ready to use-equipment.

Our brand is known for the past century
to always deliver high quality.
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Engineering, production, manufacturing and
installation
So, is everything done in-house? No, not quite everything,
but almost. Over the years we have established a large network of subcontractors, both here in Sweden and abroad.
The close collaboration with these suppliers makes it easy
to integrate and customize products to complete our final production lines. All planning however, is done in-house and
we often need to integrate standard components from our
suppliers. The same applies for the mounting and electrical
work.

Some machines are installed in our large
workshop hall prior to final delivery
and installation at customer’s site.

Advanced vertical packing machine with a capacity
up to 90 pcs/min and in an excess of 7.000 bags/roll.
Pillowbag, Gusset, Doypack, Quatro Seal, Handgrip etc.
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Wash- and gradinglines for potatoes & vegetables

Always an EMVE-production

Security without interruption

The washing- and gradinglines represents a significant
part of our total production. They vary both in size and
application, but the backbone is always an EMVE
production. These type of applications are actually
combinations of several different machines. Here
we coarse and finegrade potatoes and vegetables and
after that they are washed before off to final packaging and distribution to stores and customers.

We are not satisfied until we receive an OK from
our customers, ”now the line is working optimally”.
However, cooperation with our customers doesn´t
end here. On the contrary, it’s now that we show why
we deserve our solid reputation as a responsible supplier. We offer extensive maintenance and development agreements to our customers. This is the kind
of security that assures them of continuous production without unpleasant and costly interruptions.

Besides grading lines, we also offer advanced
washinglines with drier, polishing, and by-pass
for unwashed products in brushingmachine.
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Packing- and palletizing potatoes and vegetables

Last stop before off to consumer

Functional and commercial

Packing and palletizing of products is the final stop
before distribution to stores and consumers. This
part is no exception regarding our high quality, quite
the contrary. This handling is surrounded by rigorous requirements that both we and our customers
need to comply to.

Even in this final phase of handling the products,
there are many aspects to heed. The product must be
protected for optimal freshness, while it still must be
packaged in an aesthetic and attractive way to work
commercially.

Functional and practical packing
can still involve manual labour.
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Customizing, problemsolving and innovations

Our long and vast experience has led us to become experts in automation and management of handling
potatoes, vegetables and foods. Often we have been called to solve problems whose solutions since been
shown to be applicable to other applications than just for food. It gives us a unique range of our business
that don’t really have any limits. We adapt like a chameleon for every mission, both in terms of size, skills
and capabilities. Now and then it happens that we identify and solve problems that are applicable in a wider
perspective. One example is the development of our stainless steel range of machines that opened up a
whole new category of customers with the handling of frozen products.

One of the packlines is being fintuned in our
workshop before final delivery to a customer.
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Design, service and used machines
We are a small company and with that you need to help
out in different positions. We use our small size to our
advantage instead. This means that we often have a
close relationship with the customer.

Design
We develop, manufacture and market equipment for gentle
handling of potatoes, carrots, vegetables and other foods and
has done so for 100 years. The company and our staff represent high skills with a flair for providing the highest quality,
service and reliability that stem from a comfortable use of the
most modern technology.

Service

Andreas Agardh working by the computer. He is one of many skilled
designer/sales persons who has been with EMVE for many years.

The word service for us, has a broader meaning than just the
simple word. It’s as much about availability and the way we
treat our customers. In practice, service means that we go out
and serve and maintain machines on site at our customers.
We do this in close collaboration with our customers and in a
common aspiration to prevent and avoid unpleasant and costly
downtime.

Used machines
A part of our business also handles used machines. There is a
significant market in which we trade in used machines which
we renovate in our workshop and resell.
Martin Hansson has the same function sas Andreas. Martin has also
been with us for several years and runs his own customer projects.

Joakim Trägårdh, is the Marketing Manager and Vice president of
EMVE who steps into the designer/sales role when needed.
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WOW - en reklambyrå! 2016.05

We develop & manufacture machines
for handling potatoes & vegetables

EMVE Sweden AB is a specialist who for a full century has delivered
high-quality machines for handling potatoes, vegetables and fruit.
Our machines are found virtually all over the world in a variety of
contexts and as many different applications.
We see ourselves as problemsolvers and innovators that deliver
comprehensive solutions for our customers. Always taking into
account the rigorous rules that apply for the food industry, but
never without conceding a focus on cost-effective solutions.
Curious about the hundred year old from Åstorp?
Please visit us at: www.emve.com

EMVE SWEDEN AB
Box 144, S. Vallgatan 8, S-265 22 Åstorp SWEDEN. Tel +46 (0)42 - 647 00, E-mail: info@emve.com
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